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QUESTION 1

How are hierarchies in a BEx Query represented in Crystal Reports for Enterprise? 

A. As fields representing the parent node ID and node ID 

B. As subobjects of dimension objects for each existing hierarchy 

C. As attribute objects that belong to a dimension object 

D. As dimension objects for each node 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following options can be used to connect a dashboard to BW data? 

A. The result of a BEx Query view connected via a Web service query (Query as a Web Service) connection 

B. A Crystal Reports for Enterprise document connected with a Live Office connection 

C. Analysis views created with Analysis, edition for Microsoft Office via the SAP NetWeaver BW connection 

D. Content of a Web Intelligence document that is published as a Web service and connected via a Web service
connection 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You have created a Web Intelligence document that displays data from the query in a single table. Now you edit the
query and add two additional objects. 

Where will the new objects appear when you re-run the query? 

A. In the existing table 

B. In the Document Summary panel 

C. In a new table 

D. In the Available Objects panel 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which BW sources supply data to a BEx Web application?(Choose three) 



A. BEx Queries 

B. BWA indexes 

C. Fact tables 

D. InfoProviders 

E. BEx Query views 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 5

What happens when you activate a characteristic InfoObject with master data? 

A. Existing master data is validated and written in the activation queue. 

B. If the activation is successful, a Master data Change Run is automatically started. 

C. The assigned navigational attributes are activated for reporting in the InfoCube. 

D. The SID table and the appropriate master data tables are created in the Data Dictionary. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following statements regarding refreshing mode in BEx Analyzer is correct? 

A. The "pause automatic refresh" option should only be used when you perform ad hoc analysis directly against an
InfoProvider. 

B. The "pause automatic refresh" option is the best practice option. You only use the "automatic refresh" option for
special scenarios to optimize the use of the OLAP processor. 

C. The "automatic refresh" option is the best practice option. You only use the "pause automatic refresh" if you want to
define more than one filter and send them all to the OLAP processor. 

D. The "pause automatic refresh" option prevents automatic data refreshes when you report against VirtualProviders
with real-time data access. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following is a valid combination of sender-receiver assignment for the SAP BW report-to-report interface? 

A. InfoCube -> Transaction in SAP ERP system 

B. BEx query -> InfoCube 



C. BEx query -> PDF document 

D. BEx query view -> ABAP report in SAP BW system 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Which functional area of the Data Warehousing Workbench do you use to create and maintain objects that are relevant
to the data staging process? 

A. Transport connection 

B. Metadata Repository 

C. Modeling 

D. Administration 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

How is a BW navigation attribute represented in Web Intelligence? 

A. As a prompt 

B. As a dimension 

C. As an attribute of a dimension 

D. As a query filter 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the result of setting the "constant selection" property in the Extended tab of a restricted key figure? 

A. Navigation and filters will affect the restricted key figure. 

B. Navigation will affect the result of the restricted key figure, filters will have no effect. 

C. Filters will change the result of the restricted key figure, navigation will have no effect. 

D. Navigation and filters will not affect the restricted key figure. 

Correct Answer: D 

 



QUESTION 11

What happens when you activate data in a DataStore Object (DSO)? 

A. The data from Persistent Staging Area (PSA) is written to the active data and the change log. 

B. The data from the activation queue is written to the active data and removed from the change log. 

C. The data from the InfoPackage is written to the activation queue. 

D. The data from the activation queue is written to the active data and the change log. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

You want to connect a number of different DataSources to a target. The DataSources have the same business rules. 

Which object do you use to connect the DataSources to the target? 

A. InfoArea 

B. InfoSource 

C. InfoPackage 

D. InfoProvider 

Correct Answer: B 
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